
Naina Amatya
Naina Amatya, in her thirties, is standing at the main counter of the salon waiting for her next
booking. She is settling bills with clients who have just had their services. The counter is sleek
and modern, with a polished marble surface and a row of cash registers on one side. She is
focused on her clients, carefully calculating the cost of each service and accepting payment in
both cash and card.

The spacious interior has elegant furnishings, plush chairs, and gleaming marble floors. The
salon is bathed in soft, warm lighting, casting a flattering glow on everyone within its walls. The
walls are painted in soothing shades of beige and cream, with tasteful accents of gold and silver
that add a touch of glamor to the space.

The main area of the salon is divided into several sections, each dedicated to a specific aspect of
beauty and grooming. There are plush chairs and mirrors for hair styling, manicure and pedicure
stations, and private rooms for women's facials, makeup, and massages. The shelves are lined
with high-end beauty products from renowned brands, and the staff is impeccably dressed in
sleek, black uniforms. The atmosphere is peaceful and serene, with the gentle hum of soft music
in the background.

As the client enters the upscale beauty salon Hair and Shanti, a salon run by Amatya and her
husband, Aditya (Adi). Both of them greet the clients equally. Naina specializes in makeup,
while Adi specializes in hair. Both manage a staff of about twenty people in this unisex salon.
They are equal partners. It’s time for Naina’s regular client, who came to get her makeup done.
The makeup room is brightly lit, with natural light streaming from large windows and additional
lighting fixtures such as overhead lamps and vanity mirrors. The walls are painted soft and
muted, creating a calming ambiance.

A large, ornate mirror is hung on the wall, surrounded by smaller, decorative mirrors. The
centerpiece of the room is a large, comfortable make-up chair, upholstered in plush fabric and
decorated with an array of throw pillows. Next to the chair, a stylish make-up table with sleek
lines and a glossy surface provides ample space for tools, cosmetics, and accessories. Drawers
and shelves are neatly organized and filled with products, ranging from foundations and
concealers to eye shadows, lipsticks, and brushes. The room is equipped with a sound system,
playing soothing music or upbeat tunes, depending on the mood.

Amatya’s client, a young woman, Meghna, sits comfortably surrounded by mirrors and bright
lights. Naina stands behind her, holding a make-up brush in one hand and a compact in the other.
Amatya carefully applies the foundation, blending it seamlessly into the client's skin. Amatya’s



movements are precise and fluid as she expertly applies the makeup. She consults with the client,
asking about the desired look and offering suggestions based on her experience. As she works,
she occasionally steps back to assess the overall effect, ensuring that everything is perfect.

Amatya's personal touch to makeup is evident in her intricate designs with eyeliner. She
delicately draws delicate kohl-marked eyes with a steady hand and a fine-tipped brush. Her
favorite quote is, "Makeup is not a mask, it's art, and it's an expression of individuality." The
client looks relaxed and happy as Amatya continues to work her magic, adding the finishing
touches to the eye makeup and lipstick. Finally, Amatya hands the client a mirror. The client has
just had her makeup done by Naina and admires her reflection in the mirror. Her eyes are closed,
and a soft smile plays on her lips.

As a mother of two, Amatya has maintained a balance between her professional and personal life
thanks to Adi's support and mutual understanding. "We both have a passion for the beauty
industry, but we also understand the importance of taking care of our family," Adi said. "It's
important for us to be there for our kids, and we make sure to take turns so that one of us is
always available," Amatya shared.

Adi is always vocal about Amatya’s talent, and he never hesitates to tell others about her work.
He has helped to spread the word about Naina's artistry, and as a result, she has gained a growing
following and recognition in the industry. Adi's unwavering support has been a crucial factor in
Naina's success. She knows she can count on him to be there for her. "His encouragement has
given me the confidence to pursue my passion with even more fervor," Amatya noted.


